A recursive estimation algorithm is presented for a semimartinga1e model based on the theory of optimal estimating functions. Strong consistency and asymptotic normality of the recursive estimate generated by the algorithm are established. This recursive algorithm may be used to handle the problems of missing observations and censored observations .
Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of recursively estimating a p-dimensional parameter, 8 , that occurs in the predictable part of a semimartingale model. Semimartingales have been shown to serve as models of observable stochastic processes occurring in many applied areas such as economics and finance (Aase, 1985) and neurophysiology (Habib and Thavaneswaran, 1986) . Off-line estimation procedures using the method of optimal estimation have been analyzed in Thavaneswaran and Thompson (1986) , quasi-likelihood has been treated in Hutton and Nelson (1986) and quasi-least squares has been investigated in Christopeit (1986) . Aase (1981 Aase ( , 1982 Aase ( , 1983 has proposed and studied the recursive estimates for several regression type models in the i.i.d. and non i.i.d. setup. Following Aase, (1982) Thavaneswaran (1986) proposed a recursive estimate for a nonlinear counting process model and studied its asymptotic properties. In this paper a recursive estimate of B based on the theory of optimal estimating functions is derived and its asymptotic properties are studied for multivariate semimartingales with multidimensional parameters. This approach enables us to A study the recursive estimation for Ito-Markov models as a special case and~o A our knowledge the recursive estimation for Ito-Markov models has not been treated earlier. The resulting algorithms are related to the Kalman-Bucy type algorithm in the special cases. Advantages for using the recursive estimate over its off-line version are also inclUded.
A semimartingale is a stochastic process which can be represented as a sum of a process of bounded variation and a local martingale. In the case of continuous time processes, a typical example of such a process is a process (Xt,t~O) with independent increments for which Elx t , is finite and a function of locally bounded variation. The class of semimartingales includes point processes (counting processes, Poisson processes, extended gamma processes, 
II

Notations and Conventions
We assume that all the semimartingales that will appear in the sequel are defined on some fixed complete probability space (O,F,P) for each P in a 
)e
The recursive estimates are given by
which leads to the same scheme as in Aase (1982) Now we consider the recursive estimation in the following counting process setup as in Spreij (1986, p. 281 
fT (X t ) ; twhich lead to the same algorithm motivated somewhat differently in Spreij (1986) . It is of interest to note that the recursive estimate obtained by the method of least squares is not efficient while the one obtained by the optimal estimation technique turns out to be the approximate maximum likelihood estimate and hence is efficient. Furthermore, the same algorithm may be used T as long as < M >t -f (X t )8 and we do not need to impose any regularity conditions for absolute continuity of measures induced by X t and the standard Poisson process.
e,
Application of this algorithm in survival a~alysis with censored observations and to a random periodic intensity model together with the connection to Poisson-Gamma filter see Thavaneswaran (1986) . that the estimator depends on a and C is not a serious restriction because of Levy's result for Brownian motion and its extension the conditional variance b t can be estimated nonparametrica11y with variance as small as we please for a given data stretch in continuous time (see Brown & Hewit (1975) ) so it can be assumed to be known.
Asymptotic Properti~s
In this section we establish the str0ng consistency and asymptotic normality of the recursive estimate for a semimartingale model with linear intensity.
Strong Consistency. Suppose we have dX t -f(X,t)9dA t + dHt,B Hence for any increasing function T(t) of t, we have 
